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The Prometheus Deception 
 

I will from time to time update the UFO deception under the title "The Prometheus  

Deception-Update" because it is coming and the Church needs to be ready. This week 

I want to show you insights into John's Revelation that his 1st century Greek 

Christians recognized immediately but the modern church does not.  And it is 

important! 

 

 
 

We have had decades of space sagas in the movies and bombarded in the media with 

Marvel's X-Men and Superheroes.  But of them all this movie starring Charlene 

Theron to me encapsulates for me the message most clearly about what we are being 

prepared for with the whole UFO phenomenon. 

 

As the movie promo says "The search for our beginning....."  This has been the search 

for science and for all religions and the subject of numerous creation myths.   One of 

the most recent myths of creation has been the Darwinian "evolution" myth.  It was 

going good for a while until the major scientific discoveries in the utter incredible 

complexity of biochemistry, genetics, quantum thermodynamics and the reality that 

order does not spontaneously evolve out of chaos.  The opposite is true which is 

evident everywhere.  It is called the law of entropy....things move from order to 

disorder. 

 

Which brings us back to mare ancient creation myths:  The God Hypothesis.  The 

perceived order of the universe was designed to be so.  There was and is a creator.  

The other corollary to the God Hypothesis is the "gods hypothesis"  of ancient Sumer, 

Egypt and Greece.....there are many gods involved in this creation story. 



 

The One God Hypothesis was entrusted in ancient times to Abraham.  He became the 

evangelist of that true creation story told to him by Shem (who was Melchizedek 

priest-king of Jerusalem) who got it from Methuselah who got it from Lamech who 

got it from Adam. 

 

The many gods lie was told by Satan to Cain and from there spread to the first city of 

Erech and from there to Ur of the Chaldeans and from there to Babylon and Egypt and 

from there to Greece and Rome. 

 

The movie Prometheus encapsulates and tells the ancient lie of Satan and the fallen 

angels in a very graphic and emotional cinematic experience.  Scientists discover that 

man did not evolve from primordial slime through evolution but was "seeded" by an 

extraterrestrial civilization in ages past.  They trace the star where the aliens came 

from and set about a journey to that star to meet mankind's creators.  This is the 

current "many gods from the stars" hypothesis. 

 

The Greeks were the best at fleshing out the finer details of the many gods story.  

They got this from their famous psychic mystic Hesiod who wrote the story in detail 

in his famous works among others "Theogony". He in turn got this detailed history 

form three angels who appeared to him.  This is where all the gods are named and 

their children and their battles with one another and their kingdoms on earth etc.    

 

One of the more remarkable parts of this whole creation lie is the true parts of the 

history.  And that is that these supernatural beings had a great desire to have a lot of 

sex with human women and thereby were created children who were part angelic and 

part human making them highly gifted in looks, intelligence, power.   

 

This same story is told in Genesis 6.  The fallen angels mating with the daughters of 

men and the whole earth was corrupted by their hybrids.  Genesis 6 : 4 "...when the 

sons of God came in unto the daughters of men and they bare children to them the 

same became mighty men which were of old men of renown." 

 

So these "men of renown"  were the ancient heroes of Greek myths...Hercules. 

Odysseus, Achilles, and their daughters were the great beauties of old that kings and 

mighty men fought over.   The earth was in chaos from these fallen angels who were 

trying to create their own galactic empire apart from God.  The problem with angels 

who want to have their own endlessly growing empire is that there are no female 

angels from which to create a growing race of beings.  The power of procreation and 

to populate all of creation was given to Adam and the race of humans.  The angels 

have their job...to assist mankind in their task. 

 

Now imagine if you are a mighty angel like Satan described as "perfect in beauty and 

power" and incredibly intelligent as to the secrets of creation and your job is to be 

helper to a weak, mortal, humanity who happens to have what you don't have....the 

inheritance right to the universe and created in God's image to be seated on the throne 

of God as the Bride of Christ....and you have to stand before the throne and serve 

these low creatures elevated above your exalted rank!  Satan and a lot of other angels 

said....no way!  We refuse!., 

 



Now let me bring this story to our time through an important insight in the book of 

Revelation.  There are some passages in the book of Revelation which is you were a 

typical Greek Christian in one of the 7 churches of Asia to which John the apostle 

wrote his Revelation to you would immediately recognize who John was talking 

about....but we in the modern world far removed from Greek mythology do not 

recognize. 

 

One of the images that the Greek Christians would immediately understand is found 

in Revelation 13:1.  Before I go there I will tell you the background and then I want to 

explain how this relates to the UFO deception and our coming struggle. 

 

The Ancient Myth of Atlantis 

 

One of the most enduring myths of ancient Greece is the story of the destruction and 

sinking of a fabled land of Atlantis, sinking in the sea.  This story comes from Plato's 

writings in his "Timaeus" and "Critias" books.  The restoration of the fabled golden 

age of Atlantis has been a long time theme of the occult world.  It was first 

popularized hundreds of years ago in Francis Bacon's "New Atlantis" and Thomas 

More's "Utopia" and was the driving force behind Christopher Columbus sailing 

through the "pillars of Hercules" to sail to the west in search of the lost Atlantis (not 

really searching for India).  America was purposed by the Freemasons to be a 

resurrection of Atlantis with its wise philosopher kings ruling in a new Golden Age. I 

won't here go into all the occult symbolism in Washington DC to prove the point. 

 

But back to Atlantis and Revelation..... 

 

The story in Greek mythology goes that the gods who descended on mount Olympus 

(like the fallen angels descending on Mount Hermon) divided the world up among 

themselves.  Poseidon was given the oceans and Islands.  Poseidon fell in love with a 

human woman named Cleito and she bore him 5 sets of male twins...10 sons.  

Poseidon then took the islands of Atlantis as his kingdom.  There were seven islands.  

He appointed his 10 sons as kings over the various areas of the 7 islands.  All was 

magnificent splendor and wise rule and prosperity until tragic struck and Atlantis sank 

into the sea.  There has ever sine been this longing for the return of Atlantis and its 

wise kings and its great father Poseidon. 

 

This same story in different form is the story of Genesis 6 of the gods and their hybrid 

children and the flood of Noah to destroy this evil in the earth.  However scripture 

tells us that these ancient gods will come back to restore their lost empires....  

 

Which brings us to Revelation 13:1.... 

"And I stood upon the sand of the sea and I saw a beast rise up out of the sea 

having seven heads and ten horns and upon his horns ten crowns  and upon his 

heads the name of blasphemy." 

 

Any Greek Christian in John's home church in Ephesus would recognize who is being 

talked about in Rev. 13. with 10 kings and seven domains fallen into the sea.  He 

would also know that Poseidon had two other brothers, Zeus and Hades.  Zeus was 

the god of the sky also known in scripture as "Beelzebub" the god of those that fly 

(described in Revelation 12) and Hades was the god of the underworld. 



 

Revelation describes a time when an attack of the return of the ancient fallen angels 

and their demonic children coming out of the sea, out of the sky and from under the 

earth.  Scripture tells us that there will come a time for the judgment of the fallen 

angels and their demonic hybrid offspring.  The time will be when they are loosed 

from their places of abode....in the earth, in the sky and in the sea and when they are 

cast onto the earth Revelation says they are "wroth for the devil knows his time is 

short". 

 
Rev 12:7  And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought 

against the dragon; and the dragon fought and his angels,  
Rev 12:8  And prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in 

heaven.  
Rev 12:9  And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the 

Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the whole world: he was cast out 
into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.  

Rev 12:10  And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come 
salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of our God, and the power 
of his Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which 
accused them before our God day and night.  

Rev 12:11  And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the 
word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the 
death.  

Rev 12:12  Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe 
to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! for the devil is come 
down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he 
hath but a short time.  

 

If you study the UFO phenomenon you will know especially from the films recently 

provided by the American military and intelligence community that these unexplained 

technical marvels come up out of the sea, up out from places in the earth (Antarctica) 

and from the sky. 

 

Their great deception is as old as Genesis 3:22 ( "you shall not die, you will be like 

gods").  It will be the usual lies "we created you, we have returned to save you".  For 

all those longing for a new Atlantis on Mars and cosmic colonization...no struggle 

with low tech chemical rockets.  Zeus is the prince of the power of the air.....we have 

the technology for you to conquer the universe".  And death? No problem we can 

bioengineer you to live forever....you will not die.  You will be like us....you will be 

gods". 

 

And the catch?  Well it will be the same deal that he offered Jesus. Worship me and I 

will give you all these things.  Mankind has a deal in front of it that is coming. Serve 

the hosts of heaven who promise you power, the cosmos and immortality.  Or serve 

Jesus Christ who offers you the crucified life of the cross as the road to eternity and 

glory. 

 

There are a lot of redacted documents that the intelligence community is not showing 

all the congressional hearings.  People keep complaining "They are hiding things from 

us! We want all the UFO information declassified and released." 

 



The governments will never release the real information or disclose what they really 

know....and what we the people of God already know.  These beings are not saviors.  

They are not here to help.  They are personified evil. They lie, they kill, they abduct 

and rape women like ages past, the foment discord, deception and war. 

 

And the governments of the world will also certainly not tell you their real 

problem...they have no technology or ability to defend humanity against this threat. 

 

Psalm 74:20 warns us "Have respect unto the covenant for the dark places of the 

earth are full of the habitations of cruelty". 

 

Those dark places are being emptied into the light. And we who know the covenant 

and respect the covenant know that the blood of Jesus Christ shed for us in the New 

Covenant will enable us to..... 

 

"And they overcame him (Satan) by the blood of the lamb and the word of their 

testimony"  Rev. 12:11. 

 

Which is why Paul said...."For the whole earth waits in earnest expectation for the 

manifestation of the sons of God" (Romans 8:19)  Because it is time for planet earth 

to be delivered from these demonic hordes that have plagued mankind for so long.   

 

It is time to grow in Christ Church...the battle is coming. 

  


